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“The result is a cool
and sexy figure with a
small footprint, weighing
just 300 kilograms and
producing 330Hp.”

“The new ‘V1040 Hybrid
Explorer’ is a luxurious
36ft three cabin vessel
with very impressive
green credentials ”

“I am very happy with
the engines and now I
can achieve 30 knots,
whereas before I could
only do 23knots.”
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Hybrid Explorer
Queensland based Voyager Catamarans have raised the bar when it comes to advances in the
Hybrid development for power boats. The new ‘V1040 Hybrid Explorer’ is a luxurious 36ft three
cabin vessel with very impressive green credentials.
‘Voyager Catamarans’ is the first production
catamaran builder to specifically develop its
power vessels to be suitable for true Diesel
Electric Hybrid Propulsions Systems with the
potential to lower average fuel consumptions to
around 10lt/hr.

Voyager’s renowned semi displacement
catamaran hulls are inherently more efficient
through the water than the equivalent monohull
designs. Now with twin 7kw electric drives,
pollution free cruising at speeds of up to six
knots is possible in silence and comfort. A
range of up to 20nm is possible with 1.5kw of
solar energy available from the recessed solar
roof panels to top up the lithium-lon battery
banks.
When in diesel mode, twin STEYR MOTORS
MO144, 140hp engines are able to give an
unsurpassed range of over 600nm at eight
knots, yet still achieve top speeds in excess of
20knots. The twin engine installation combined
with the wider and more stable catamaran
platform also provides a greater margin of
safety at sea, while making manoeuvring a
breeze in confined areas.
Voyager Director and design engineer Derek
Appleton, the driving force behind the project,
states that “with both fuel costs and pollution
becoming even more important all over the
world, Hybrid power is fast gaining momentum”.

The ‘V1040 Hybrid Explorer’ was developed
around the STEYR MOTOR and unlike more
basic designs that require diesel generator to
be running in order to power electric motors on
the props, the Voyager/STEYR MOTOR GREEN
vessel consists of an electric motor integrated
with each diesel engine, and run from Lithium –
lon battery banks. This gives the voyager Hybrid
the ability to run silent, zero emission mode in
marinas or pollution sensitive areas, but also to
operate at high speed in open seas and longer
Voyages.
The Zero emission electric drive mode allows
speeds of up to six knots using solely electric
propulsion and with the flick of a switch, the
clutch engages to start up the combustions
engine, without the need for a conventional
starter motors. Drive out to open waters on
electric, then switch to diesel for a longer or
faster trip, and revert to electric again around
your favourite islands and fishing grounds, or
for the return to the marina.
Under diesel operation the vessel operates
as normal enabling top speeds in excess of
20kts, as well as the already well documented
economical
cruising
of
these
semidisplacement cats at speeds of 16-17kts. While
the diesels are running, the electric motors
switch to generators with a max output of 5.8kw
each, and can recharge the batteries fully in up
to one and half hours.

In the lower speed range, the ingenious
propulsion then gets ‘boosted’ by the electric
drive to provide greater torque with lower fuel
consumption, while improving response and
acceleration. Batteries can also be charged by
shore power and topped up by solare panels on
the roof. The whole system including battery
banks are constantly monitored and brought
to the attention of the driver demands via
Can protocol to the engine control units that
regulate the torque composition of the drive
system depending on dynamic requirements.
The Queensland government has also
recognised the benefits and export potential
of this technology in the Marine Industry, and
has seen fit to assist this with production
development in partnership with Voyager
Catamarans. For more information on these
Eco-friendly vessels and to take advantage of
state of the art design contact Voyager (07) 3206
1732.
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THE AWARDS CONTINUE
The success of the STEYR MOTORS ‘Wild Water’
marketing campaign continued in 2011 with the company
receiving several awards.

At the 2011 STEYR MOTORS Distributor
meeting in Austria, STEYR MOTORS Australia
was awarded the ‘Best Boat Show’ award for
the second year running.
STEYR MOTORS Gmbh celebrated the
company’s 10 year anniversary after separating
from the Magna group in 2001. The factory
marked the occasion with many celebrations

and is promoting the slogan ’10 Years of
Excellence, 150 Years of History
STEYR MOTORS Gmbh is celebrating the
company’s 10 year anniversary after separating
from the Magna group in 2001. The factory is
marking the occasion with many celebrations
and is promoting the slogan ’10 Years of
Excellence, 150 Years of History’.

STEYR MOTORS Australia also came away
with the ‘Best Engine Display’ at the 2011
Sydney International Boat Show.
The ‘Wild Water’ modernistic Boat show
display was extended to include an end wall of
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SALTY SUCCESS
STEYR MOTORS has always proven the popular choice for Catamaran Applications
whether it is for pleasure or commercial use.

Much of this success is due to the design of
the STEYR MOTOR resulting in compact weight
and size when compared to other diesel engine
brands.
All STEYR MOTORS engines are purpose-built
for marine applications and use a ‘monoblock
construction’. The company also engages the
use of a 2 stage, camshaft actuated, direct
injection system which eliminates diesel knock
and provides a smoother and quieter ride.
The result for the consumer is a neat, quiet,
diesel engine package that fits perfectly into the
compact engine bay of any Catamaran.
STEYR MOTORS can already be seen in a wide
variety of Catamaran installations including

Kevlacat, Leisure Cat, Sailfish, Power Cat and
Voyager.

the boat out when she is resting because the
engines are so light!”

One of the more recent applications to hit
the waterways was a 31ft Magnum Kevlacat.
The vessel was fitted with 2 x MO256, 250Hp
STEYR MOTORS engines and Mercruiser Bravo
II drives. The vessel weighing 5 tonnes achieves
an impressive 34 knots at wide open throttle of
4300Rpm.

STEYR has a range of four-cylinder and sixcylinder engines in the Stern drive category.
The first of these is the four-cylinder MO174V40
which is turbocharged, intercooled and directinjected, producing 170hp at its maximum
4000rpm.

Salty’s owner, an avid fisherman, states “it’s
not hard to say nice things about those two little
sweethearts (STEYR) they have never let us
down”. “The engines are so quiet that I can still
hear my mate snore over the engines. We’ve
got 100kg of water on the duck board to level

There are also three Stern drive models
available in the 6-cylinder range including the
230hp MO236K42, the 250hp MO256H45, and the
280hp MO 286H43. In all instances, the engine
is the 3.2litre, turbocharged, intercooled, and
direct injected offering freshwater cooling.

DID YOU KNOW....?
STEYR Motors Marine Diesel Engines has one of the most impressive
“GREEN” Credentials of any marine diesel engine in the market.
Why? Because of the unique design of the
STEYR MOTORS unit injection system.
STEYR MOTORS Injection system is 2 stage,
camshaft actuated, where the first stage
provides a fuel burn and the second stage
delivers the required amount of fuel for that
stroke. As a result, the ignition is soft and the
burn is clean.

Further, STEYR Motors approves the use
of 100% Bio Diesel in the company’s range
of engines and complies with the Australian
Standards for Bio Diesel (Bio Diesel Standard
2003).
In simple terms, a STEYR engine could
operate on aviation fuel, kerosene, fuels made
from recycled oils even coconut oil.
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BERTRAM REPOWER
Say the word ‘Bertram’ and for most boaties it conjures up images of
a sturdy, well built vessel that holds its appeal and resale value.
Over the years, STEYR MOTORS has
brought to life many an old Bertram whose
glory days may have been behind it but whose
owners continued their love affair.

Lindsay states “The team at STEYR MOTORS
were very easy to deal with, making the decision
on which engine a lot easier. Since then, I have
also found their back up service to be excellent”.

New STEYR Motors convert, Lindsay Doyle of
Tasmania, repowered his 28ft Bertam with 2 x
STEYR MO236, 230Hp Marine engines.

When asked if he would recommend the
STEYR MOTORS product he states ”I am very
happy with the engines and now I can achieve 30
knots, whereas before I could only do 23knots.
They have great reliability and performance and
as well as being smooth running, are much
quieter than my previous engines.”

Previously, the five tonne pleasure boat
vessel, was fitted with 2 x BMW 180Hp engines
that produced 23knots.
After one of the BMW’s broke down, Lindsay
was looking for a light weight engine solution
that would improve the performance of his
vessel.
After researching a variety of engine
manufacturers, Lindsay chose the STEYR
MO236 fitted with ZF 45A transmissions.

Lindsay believes all Bertram owners looking
to repower “should consider STEYR MOTORS as
it is the perfect choice and has an as it has an
excellent power to weight ratio”.

I am very happy with the
engines and now I can
achieve 30 knots, whereas
before I could only do
23knots.
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AUSTRALIA SEAS
GREEN
As the nation debates the complexities of climate change and green
house emissions, Australians in the marine industry are embracing
a new GREEN era.
The gradual introduction of Hybrid power
systems into the Australian marine market is
allowing savvy customers to make informed,
environmentally friendly, decisions.

The term ‘Hybrid’ power describes the
combination of a power producer and the
means to store that power in an energy storage
medium.

In 2008, STEYR MOTORS was the first
company to develop and release a ‘Parallel
Hybrid’ designed to act as a generator, starter,
engine booster and provider of electric power.

A ‘Parallel hybrid’ maintains the mechanical
connection between the engine and propeller
shaft. As the name implies, the electric motor
acts on the drive shaft in parallel with the
engine.

The STEYR MOTORS Hybrid technology was
so advanced, that it saw the company snare the
prestigious DAME award at the METS Trade
Show Amsterdam in 2008 as well as Innovation
& IBEX awards in other countries.
As a manufacturer based in Europe, STEYR
Motors has always complied with the highest
emissions standards including Tier III and
Bodensee II. However, the development of the
Parallel Hybrid and now the Serial Hybrid will
revolutionise power generation throughout the
Industry.

In STEYR MOTORS case, the Parallel Hybrid
solution guarantees zero emissions and
provides low speed manoeuvring as well as
eliminating the need for separate generator
units for other onboard equipment.
The ‘zero emission’ electric drive mode
allows for a speed of 5 knots using solely electric
propulsion and switches to the combustion
engine with an easy turn of the ignition key.
The ingenious propulsion system is then
boosted by the electric drive and secures a

quicker acceleration into the planning phase
lowering fuel consumption and improving
response and dynamics.
Due to the units’ brushless permanent
magnet generator, maintenance costs are
significantly reduced and ensure ease of
service.
STEYR Motors has now sold several Parallel
Hybrid units into the Australian market with the
first of these being a Robert’s Spray 38ft Steel
Sailing Vessel.
The 13 tonne, ‘Anawai’, was originally built
in New Zealand in 2002 and was designed for
near single handed sailing and cold weather
performance. Its new owner saw potential as
a roomy motor sailor and a workhorse for a
company that exploits marine acoustics.
The original engine was an “over-propped”
Perkins that ticked along at 5 knots for just 2
litres per hour (that is as little as 6.0kw at the
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... the STEYR engine had the design
pedigree for reliability and had not
succumbed to the now almost universal
electronic common rail format used in
modern automotive engines.

engine). The customer states “It was time for
a new engine and a revamp of on-board power
systems. A well chosen hybrid drive system
would offer near silent low speed manoeuvring
as well as copious amounts of on-board power”.
Despite being an Electrical Engineer, the
customer was still interested in a full, get-home
mechanical reversion for the diesel propulsion
system.
Firstly, that meant looking for a parallel
hybrid. After many hours of research on the
web and despite the worldwide interest in
hybrid propulsion, the customer decided that
STEYR MOTORS was the only company to offer
a realistic off-the-shelf system.

The owner states “the STEYR engine had
the design pedigree for reliability and had
not succumbed to the now almost universal
electronic common rail format used in modern
automotive engines. Rather than that, each
cylinder is still independently pumped at the
cam driven injector. The stroke is controlled by
a rod that is normally solenoid positioned but
still has mechanical reversion as an emergency
option”.
The new and improved ‘Anawai’ is powered
by the STEYR MO84, 75Hp and fitted with ZF25A
Transmission and Parallel Hybrid. The Hybrid is
designed as a nominal 7kW motor or alternately
a 5kW generator.

The STEYR MOTORS design assumes 48
Volts from lead acid batteries however recent
developments in battery technology, mean that
as little as 120 kg of Lithium Iron Phosphate (Li
Fe PO4) can provide nearly 12kWh of power.
Testing by ‘Anawai’s’ owner for batteries has
given good bench test results to date using
5kVA, 48V 70A, inverter charger. Unlike lead
acid batteries, lithium cells can be charged very
rapidly and are useful where a lot of power is
required on board.
The vessel is currently under modification
and is due for completion at the end of 2011
upon which time it will under go trials. We will
bring you more news in the future.
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BAY DREAMING
Since it launch in 1997, Scimitar Marine has been gracing the
Australian waterways with it’s Catamaran design.
It has found a growing market with charter
operators and pleasure craft buyers and has
also won the BIA’s Australian Cruiser of the
Year Award.
Given it has been some 14 years since their
introduction, a vibrant second hand market
has developed for this classic vessel. In some
instances, owners upgrade features on the boat
including the engine packages to tweek what is
an already perfect boat.
One such owner, Gold Coast based, Ray
Iverson, purchased his vessel 2 years ago but
after some use found his original Volvo engines
were in need of replacement.
After analysing the market place for power
options, Ray chose the STEYR MO164, 163Hp
fitted with new ZF45A Transmissions. The
customer explained “I wanted a compact
engine due to the limited space and also
engines that were easy to maintain. Weight
was also a factor in the decision as the vessel
was an early configuration, heavier than later
produced vessels.”
At 9 tonne, ‘Moon Shadow’, with the STEYR
MO164 produces 22.5 knots versus the previous

Volvo engines of 17 knots at full throttle. With
the Scimitar featuring an ultra-low, laminar
flow drag hull designed for efficiency, the light
weight STEYR engines represent an excellent
match in maximising the performance of the
hull.
The customer also chose to install the
optional extra, STEYR Control Centre (SCC),
for his fly bridge control station. The SCC
is a multipurpose touch screen display that
interfaces with the engine to provide a range
of diagnostic and performance information.
As well as acting as a GPS, the SCC provides
online computing of fuel consumption, load,
driving range and propeller slip.
While some customers might find electronic
displays confusing, Ray has found the STEYR
Control Centre’s easy to use. He states “the
team at STEYR MOTORS took the time to explain
all the additional equipment to me as well as
the benefits of their product more generally. I
would definitely recommend STEYR MOTORS to
others because of its lightweight & performance
and the staff for their helpfulness.”
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THE CHAMP REBORN
The US manufactured ‘Bayliner’ vessels are a common sight on the Australian waterways
proving to be a popular choice for lovers of Cruisers, Bowriders and Cuddies.

After several years of cracked cylinder heads and a loss of confidence in the product,
the customer was looking for an engine that would provide peace of mind when
boating with his family.

In many instances, the vessels are imported
into the country with petrol engines or larger
more traditional Diesel engines which can
prove to be an expensive power option for the
Australian landscape.
Recently, a Bayliner Ciera 2858, Limited
Edition, Flybridge was repowered after a STEYR
MOTORS upgrade having been originally fitted
with the Mercruiser D4.2l 220 Turbo Diesel
Bravo II.
After several years of cracked cylinder heads
and a loss of confidence in the product, the
customer was looking for an engine that would
provide peace of mind when boating with his
family.
The Bayliner was fitted with a new STEYR
MOTORS MO286, 280Hp, 3.2l and the existing
Mercruiser Bravo II leg.
Interestingly, STEYR Motors is the only engine
manufacturer that offers a wide range of Stern

Drive Conversion kits making them perfect for
engine-only replacements such as the Bayliner.
At 8.7metres and weighing 4500kg, the vessel
cruises at 22knots and at full throttle 28 knots.
This represents a vast improvement on the
previous Mercruiser engine which rated only 20
knots at full throttle.
The customer states “I could not be happier. I
have a totally different boat with a new fabulous
fuel economy of only 2lt per nautical mile and a
better all round performance”.
When asked why he chose the STEYR
MOTORS product he explained “I chose the
STEYR product as I was impressed with the
Monoblock construction as well as many other
technical aspects including the integrated
cooling system. It also helped that the staff at
STEYR MOTORS Australia were very friendly
and helpful which assisted me in making my
decision”.

I chose the STEYR product
as I was impressed
with the Monoblock
construction as well as
many other technical
aspects including the
integrated cooling system.
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NEW STEYR 120 & 150HP
The STEYR Motors range of diesel engines has expanded with the development of
the new generation STEYR SE126E25 and the SE156E26.

With a maximum torque of 390nm
at 1800rpm, the SE126E25 produces
120hp and the SE156E26, weighing only
325kg, outputs 450nm at 1800rpm. The
engines were designed with the sailing
and displacement market in mind.
Both of the new STEYR MOTORS
Engines are the first to be in line with
the US EPA TIER III as well as the BSO II
guidelines and EU regulation RC2003/44.
All STEYR MOTORS engines use the
same technology including monoblock
construction and 2 step unit injection.

NEW MO32 SMART SERIES
Imagine a STEYR MOTORS engine that has been developed as a 2 cylinder, parallel,
twin Marine Diesel engine and you have the new MO32 Smart Series.
Available in horizontal and vertical
configurations and using the same robust
monoblock design, the MO32 offers higher
density and lower weight providing greater
space on board a vessel.
Weighing 80kg and outputting 36Hp at
3600 Rpm, the MO32 Smart Series provides
an interesting alternative to conventional
diesel engines on the market. The MO32 can
also be combined with the STEYR MOTORS
Integrated Flywheel Generator (IFG), Parallelor Serial Hybrid system to provide a modern,
sophisticated generator suitable for a variety of
applications.
The MO32 Smart Series will be commercially
available late 2012.
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BEYOND THE HORIZON
Darwin has become a hub for STEYR MOTORS in recent years, being the power plant behind the
Zodiac Rib tenders on the Australian Navy, Armidale Class of vessels. The ribs see a substantial
amount of action particularly in their use as border protection and asylum seeker retrieval vessels.

We chose the
STEYR & Horizon
combo as it fitted
our need for fuel
economy and
provides great
range as an off
shore Islander
Fishing vessel.

The pleasure marine market in NT, on the other hand, is dominated
by outboards due to the need for light, trailable boats accessing Australia’s
far north.
The latest vessel to roll o ff the platform from Horizon Aluminium Boats
fits the bill with its new 580 Sportfisher 5.8m Centra Cab, powered by
STEYR Motors.
The Horizon Easy Fisher is designed to cater for all markets and
represents great Value for money. Built on Horizon’s smooth riding
Hydrolift hull, with a deep vee from bow to stern to slice through chop, the
vessel has a wide beam, for stability at rest.
Key features of the Horizon 580 Sportfisher include a large anchor well,
side pockets, bow & side rails with bow sprit, rear step with rail, 3mm
smooth top sides & 4mm bottoms and Extruded fully welded side decks.
Built to order for Boatland Winnellie, Darwin, the 580 Sportfisher
is powered by a 165hp, 4 cylinders STEYR Motors MO174 through a
MerCruiser Bravo 1 drive.
With the engine weighing only 258kg, the STEYR Motors power package
represents the perfect combination with the 580 Sportfisher, making
35knots (65kph) at wide open throttle.
Wayne Ross of Boatland Winnellie explains “We chose the STEYR &
Horizon combo as it fitted our need for fuel economy and provides great
range as an off shore Islander Fishing vessel. In Darwin, the boats are
mostly on trailers so we needed a portable yet light weight solution”.
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The result is a cool and sexy
figure with a small footprint,
weighing just 300 kilograms
and producing 330Hp.

SEXY STEYR
While not the traditional image of a reliable, light-weight diesel engine
this custom designed STEYR MOTORS engine has been turning heads.
Since its release at the 2011 Sanctuary
Cove International Boat Show, interest in the
STEYR MOTORS ‘Race’ engine has been fever
pitch.
Take a standard STEYR MOTORS MO236,
tweek a few pipes and undertake a small
face lift and you are left with an attractive yet
powerful engine suitable for open boats.
The engine comes complete with polished
stainless and powder-coated components
matched to anodised couplings.

The team at STEYR MOTORS Australia
completed all the modifications in house.
Changes to the standard MO236 engine included
upgrading the oil and water pumps, upgrading
the unit injectors as well as the engine oil and
fuel cooling. Also added were an intercooler
and twin turbos with hot overhead exhausts.
The result is a cool and sexy figure with a
small footprint, weighing just 300 kilograms
and producing 330Hp.

Rob Mclntyre states that “the upgraded
engine is an example of the flexibility of the
STEYR motor and the capacity to satisfy even
the most demanding of applications”.
While the STEYR MOTORS ‘Race Engine’
is a one-off, the standard MO306, 295Hp can
easily be semi customised to achieve the same
increase in horsepower without the bling.

THE CLASS OF 2011
STEYR Motors has always placed high importance on maintaining and developing their national
Dealer network.
To enable them do this, STEYR Motors
undertakes Sales and Technical seminars
annually.
In 2011, the Dealer Meeting was held in July
and was attended by over 20 Dealers across
Australia. The meeting covered a range of
Technical and Sales topics as well as the latest
developments from the factory
The meeting also provides great networking
opportunities for Dealers and provides an
avenue for them to discuss in field applications.
Mike Tobias of Maritime Mechanics stated
‘It is a great opportunity for us to increase
our product knowledge and be brought up to
date with the latest technology, installation

techniques and applications. These meetings
allow dealers to share ideas and experiences
and get to know each other. The benefits of
aligning our advertising and marketing with the
Importer should not be overlooked’.
Three awards were issued to Dealers to
acknowledge their continued support and
development of the STEYR Motors product.
Winners included Midway Marine - Gold Coast
for ‘Best Engine Installation’, Clarke Diesel Cairns for ‘Best After Sales Performance’ and
Maritime Mechanics - Melbourne for ‘Best
Brand Awareness’.
Congratulations to all the winners for a job
well done.

STEYR Motors Australia
33 Stone Street
Stafford QLD 4053

P + 61 7 3356 9808
F + 61 7 3356 9818

E info@steyr-motors.com.au
W www.steyr-motors.com.au

